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Summary
?In research bulletin 43rd1?I stated the development of the spinning business and the problems from quality, technique and 
social point of view how spinning business in the middle Meiji from the late Tokugawa period entered into global market 
against the capitalism of Europe that had high production capacity.
?Former it is said that Japanese textile industry was developed on the sacrifice by the female worker under inferior condition.
?But in this research bulletin we studied about what kind of role the female worker played in Japanese textile industry and 
what kind of thought and consciousness they set to work with.
?This study is consisted of the following 3 parts.
1.?The Tomioka Silk Mill invited an engineer from France and diffused the female worker who acquired a Western style spin-
ning technology, in country each place to have the instruction effect.
2.?The private filature of the Suwa district, Nagano prefecture brought remarkable development of the spinning business by 
exporting to the United States.?They laid in stock of a cheap cocoon in large quantities and a common thread for wefts of 
the textile to cope with the large-scale popular production in American.?The development of the spinning business here 
was supported by the low wage and long work of the female worker.
3.?The private filature (Gunze? of the Ayabe district, Kyoto prefecture aimed at the production of “excellence threads” for the 
warps. The Gunze has produced excellence threads based on employee education and by the special transactions with the 
sericulture association and eliminating long work.
